
          Container Security Training 
 

 

Curriculum 3 Days 

Day - 1 Day - 2 

 

 Introduction to Containers: Understanding the basics of containerization, 
container orchestration, and their benefits. 

 Container Security Challenges: Discussing the unique security challenges 
associated with containers, including image vulnerabilities, runtime 
threats, and container escape attacks. 

 Container Security Best Practices: Exploring the fundamental security 
measures for container environments, such as image scanning, 
vulnerability management, access controls, and secure configurations. 

 Container Security Tools: Introducing popular container security tools like 
Docker Security Scanning, Clair, Twistlock, and Kubernetes-specific 
security tools like kube-bench and kube-hunter. 

 Secure Container Image Practices: Covering the importance of secure 
image development, including base image selection, minimizing attack 
surfaces, and implementing secure coding practices. 

 Image Vulnerability Scanning: Demonstrating the process of scanning 
container images for known vulnerabilities using security scanning tools 
and integrating them into the CI/CD pipeline. 

 Container Runtime Security: Exploring runtime protection mechanisms, 
such as container isolation, resource constraints, seccomp profiles, and 
SELinux/AppArmor policies. 

 Container Network Security: Discussing network segmentation, network 
policies, and encryption options to secure container-to-container and 
container-to-host communications. 

 

 Container Orchestration Security: Discussing security considerations 
specific to container orchestration platforms like Kubernetes, including 
RBAC, pod security policies, network policies, and secrets management. 

 Container Security Monitoring: Exploring various monitoring techniques 
for container environments, including log aggregation, container runtime 
monitoring, and security information and event management (SIEM) 
integration. 

 Secure Container Deployment: Discussing secure deployment strategies, 
such as using immutable infrastructure, rolling updates, canary 
deployments, and blue-green deployments. 

 Secrets Management in Containers: Covering best practices for managing 
sensitive information, such as API keys, database credentials, and TLS 
certificates, within containerized applications. 

 Container Security Auditing and Compliance: Understanding the 
importance of regular security audits, compliance frameworks (such as CIS 
benchmarks), and container-specific auditing tools like kube-bench. 

 Secure Container Orchestration: Exploring security measures for the 
container orchestration platform itself, including securing Kubernetes 
control plane components, etcd, and API server access controls. 

 Incident Response and Forensics: Discussing incident response processes, 
container forensics techniques, and container runtime visibility tools for 
effective incident management. 

 Security Automation and Orchestration: Introducing automation 
techniques and tools for continuous security scanning, policy 
enforcement, and remediation in container environments. 



 

Day - 3 

 

 Secure Container Image Build: Hands-on session to build secure container images using best practices, scanning tools, and secure coding techniques. 

 Container Runtime Security: Practical exercises to implement container runtime security controls, such as resource constraints, isolation, and security 
policies. 

 Container Orchestration Security: Workshop on implementing security measures in Kubernetes, including RBAC, network policies, and secrets 
management. 

 Container Security Monitoring and Incident Response: Hands-on lab to set up container security monitoring tools, analyze logs, and perform incident 
response simulations. 

 Secure Container Deployment and Upgrades: Workshop on secure deployment strategies, including immutable infrastructure, rolling updates, and canary 
deployments. 

 Q&A and Open Discussion: A dedicated session for participants to ask questions, share experiences, and discuss real-world container security challenges. 

 


